THE CAT FANCIERS ASSOCIATION, INC. -- JUDGING PROGRAM EVALUATION FORM

NAME OF JUDGE____________________________ STATUS____________________________

NAME OF CLUB____________________________ DATE OF SHOW________________________

LOCATION OF SHOW________________________ REGION_____________________________

TYPE OF RING JUDGED: ALLBREED_____ LH SPEC_____ SH SPEC_____ DOUBLE SPEC_____ OTHER_____

DOES NOT MEET EXPECTATIONS – D  MEETS EXPECTATIONS – M  EXCEEDS EXPECTATIONS – E

INSTRUCTIONS TO CLUB: Using the rating scale above, evaluate this judge on the following questions by circling the appropriate letter (D,M,E): Comments are encouraged and are mandatory in cases where a rating of “D” or ”E” is given. It is imperative that the judging performance of each judge be evaluated impartially, fairly and constructively by those club members who were present at the show and that the evaluations be signed by at least three club members who personally observed the judge’s performance. If more space is needed for additional comments to any question, please use the back of this evaluation form.

1. Ring presentation/confidence of judge.  
   Comments:_________________________  D        M        E_________________________

2. Presentation of cats in finals.  
   Comments:_________________________  D        M        E_________________________

3. Handling of cats.  
   Comments:_________________________  D        M        E_________________________

4. Show mechanics and rules (documentation must be supplied for errors noted).  
   Comments:_________________________  D        M        E_________________________

5. Appearance.  
   Comments:_________________________  D        M        E_________________________

6. Conduct and attitude.  
   Comments:_________________________  D        M        E_________________________

7. Ring tempo and schedule.  
   Comments:_________________________  D        M        E_________________________

8. Cooperation with show committee.  
   Comments:_________________________  D        M        E_________________________

9. Would your club invite this judge back? Yes _____  No _____  
   If no, explain on back of this form.

10. Is this judge a member of your club?  
    Yes _____  No _____

11. Did mechanics seem sound?  
    Yes _____  No _____  Master Clerk’s Initials___________

12. Did breed knowledge seem sound?  
    Yes _____  No _____  No Comment___________

   If no, explain on back of this form.

Show Manager_________________________________ Show Committee Member___________

Show Secretary_____________________________ Show Committee Member_____________

Comments must be provided.________________________________________________________